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Box Clever’s Mission
We have an holistic approach with and for young people in that we explore many  
different aspects of their world and encourage them to do the same through  
theatre and creativity. There are three clear strands of activity all of which  
develop knowledge and understanding, creativity and imagination,  
self-confidence and personal relationships with others and support  
their education in some way or other.

Ajao, David 
Allison, Sareena 
Bailey, Terri Ann 
Bosworth, Anna 
Butcher, Emma 
Chambers, Carl 
Chapman, Emma 
Cherbonnier, Philippe 
Dubieniec, Jessie 
Erdal, Itai 
Evans, Simon 
Gray, Maria 
Hoggarth, John 

Holgate, Stephen John 
Khan, Iqbal 
Litton, Claire 
Magor, Alan 
Marin, Daniel 
Maxwell, Jules 
McCullough, Howie 
Mitchard, Morton 
Osborne, Lucy 
Parry, Ria 
Price, Dave 
Quartey, Michael 
Rowland, Pascalle 

Rutherford, Matthew 
Sankara, OneNess 
Seaton, Somalia 
Shyllon, Abdul 
Spalding, Joe 
Spencer, Liv 
Thomas, Lloyd 
Tomlin, D’Adrian 
Walker, Rob 
Willow, Grace 
Whylie, Danielle

“Five stars only go to a show that is to all intents  
perfect, that wakens something inside you and  

keeps you utterly captivated for an entire hour. As  
far as i’m concerned, Time for the Good looking Boy  

is one of those shows.”
Tom King, Broadway Baby, Edinburgh Fringe 2011.

CreATive prACTiTioners 

Actors, directors, artists & project support. employed 37 creative practitioners, 
46% of whom came from a BAMe background.



Year summary
Performed to 23,476 young people in 117 schools

Touring  
productions
Time for the Good  
Looking Boy 
The Wynd, Melrose and  
The Pleasance, Edinburgh  
(Edinburgh Fringe Festival)

The Boxed Romeo and Juliet 
Nationally to schools and 
theatres

An Introduction to  
Shakespeare 
Nationally to schools and 
theatres

The Hate Play 
London and beyond

Feet First 
London

Car Story 
London

special projects/
workshops
The Hate Play Poetry Project 
Tower Hamlets

PSHE workshops 
Nationally

Poetry workshops 
Nationally

Excited About Poetry  
Residency 
Chichester

Puck of the Estate 
Bath

Lambeth Applied Arts  
Research Project 
London

Artistic Director &  
Writer-in-residence   
Michael Wicherek

Administrator 
Cheryl Gallacher 

Development   
Callie Brown

Finance Manager 
Julie Renwick

production Manager   
Pip Thurlow

Tour co-ordinator   
Helen Goward

Additional staff 
interns   
Mari Kondo 
Kimberley Brough

Work experience    
Daniella Stewart

Website    
Toby Coffey

Graphics   
Charlotte Wilkinson

iT   
Networkfish

independent examiners 
Wilkins Kennedy

 
TrUsTees 
John Brown (Treasurer) 
Nigel Griffin 
Kate Jenkins (Chair) 
Mark Davies 
Andrea Gillie 
Judith Carlisle 
Iqbal Khan  
Philippe Cherbonnier 
Richard Foley

44%  
London

9%  
Scotland

20%  
South West

10%  
East

1%  
East Midlands

2%  
Yorkshire

1%  
Wales



HHHHH
‘This is my Pick of the Fringe. If you see  

only one play, make it Time for the  
Good Looking Boy.’

David Kerr, Counter Culture 

HHHHH 
‘If nothing else this is an opportunity to see 
top-flight theatre without the top-flight price  
or the five hour train journey. Time For The  

Good Looking Boy is a fringe gem,  
not to be missed.’ 

Tom King, Broadway Baby

Posted on Facebook
‘This was the last thing we saw before leaving Edinburgh and all we could say again  
and again was, ‘I’m so glad we chose that!’ It blew everything else out of the water.  

Incredible writing; amazing performance; set, lighting and sound were creative and perfect.  
Deserves 6-7 stars! (at least!)’
Claire Lindsay, audience member

Time for the Good Looking Boy

HHHHH 
‘Every aspect of this production is outstanding. 

From the bare, basic stage set which subtly  
changes to reflect different moods and situations  

to  the cleverly crafted and selected musical  
interludes, the atmosphere is intense  

and gripping.’
David Marren, All the Festivals



‘Awesome, engaging and 
eye-opening! A really effective 
learning experience. The way 
the plays and Shakespeare’s 
style of writing were made  
accessible to a younger  
audience was fantastic.’
Year Six teacher, Swindon

‘Really enjoyed it. Our aim  
as teachers is to make  
Shakespeare’s work enjoyable 
and using Box Clever’s  
Introduction as a starting point 
means that students already 
have a positive attitude.’ 
Head of English, Godalming

‘The performance was  
professional, engaging and 
demonstrated just what fun 
Shakespeare can be. No  
better introduction for young 
students (and adults) to 
Shakespeare. Thank you!’
English teacher, Chichester

‘I loved the way they got the 
audience involved, the play 
was funny and it made  
Shakespeare seem cool. It  
will help me in lessons  
because I learnt facts in a  
fun way and because I will 
remember the play, I will 
remember the facts.’ 
Year 7 student, Arlesford 

The Boxed Romeo and Juliet

‘It’s one of the most accessible and entertaining 
performances of ‘Romeo and Juliet’ I’ve ever seen.  

The students were all completely absorbed and the 
combination of Shakespearean and modern English 
really enabled a deep understanding of the plot and 

emotions. Fantastic performance!’
Trainee teacher, East Bergholt

‘Thank you for such a wonderful, inspiring and positive day.  
Superb to see so many students involved in the interactive  

elements, amazing acting, really effective set design. It all made 
something essential to their achievement easy to understand.’

Faculty leader, East Bergholt

An Introduction to 
Shakespeare The Boxed Romeo and Juliet and  

An Introduction to Shakespeare  
Produced in partnership with

Five 
91% 

Four 
6%  

Two  
3%  

Teacher rating of the 
value of the experience 
In which 5 is the highest 

and 1 the lowest



The Road Plays
Commissioned by the London Boroughs of Bexley, Ealing, Hackney and Richmond

Feet First

‘Wow! It was an amazing ‘way in’ to 
walking to school. The play and  

workshop were pitched so well and 
ticked so many learning boxes as well 
as the ‘walking to school’ message.’

Class teacher, Hampton Wick Infant School

‘A really effective performance. I liked the fact 
that there was a whole range of topics and 
interests touched upon: family, travel,  
communication, imagination and story-telling.  
Really well done!’
Trainee teacher, West Twyford Primary School

‘I didn’t know you could have such fun walking 
to school.’
Year 2 pupil, Ealing

Car Story

‘It was effective in delivering the road 
safety message; it engaged the au-
dience; the use of instruments and 

singing kept the children entertained 
and focused with the message getting 
repeated through the songs; the use 
of props allowed the children to use 

their imaginations. ’
Year 5 teacher, Bexley

‘Fantastic! It reminded me of ‘Crackerjack,’ 
‘Play Away’ and ‘Rainbow’ all rolled into one! 
Very clear speaking, acting and singing voices 
with good pace, humour and a very apparent 
message.’
LKS2 Phase leader, Benthal Primary School

‘Remember how to cross the road safely as it 
can be really dangerous if you don’t. Don’t  
trust adults if they are breaking the rules.’
Year 4 pupil, Hackney

Five 
89% 

Four 
9%  

Three  
2%  

Teacher rating of the value of the experience 
In which 5 is the highest and 1 the lowest



‘The main message which came through the 
workshop was how through writing we could 
meet new people and learn about each other, 
without prejudice. We are all keen to support 
and continue this creativity at Bow and I look 
forward to see more of our boys expressing 
themselves in this way.’
Teacher, Bow School

‘I loved it when we all got together and we were 
sharing our experiences of bullying and we 
then got to adjust our writing and add things 
like alliteration, rhyme and personification.’ 
Year 8 student, Bow School

‘The best thing was that Box Clever encouraged 
people to do stuff they don’t like. It was 
excellent especially the word fight and lots of 
imagination.’ 
Year 8 student, Swanlea School

The Hate Play

‘It was a wonderfully engaging and 
vibrant production – our students  

absolutely loved it, they were emotionally 
engaged in the performance.’
Drama Teacher, Mulberry School for Girls

The Hate Poetry Project

‘A great message about making the right 
choices. Fantastic acting!’
Librarian, Stepney Green

‘It put real life situations into a play. They 
showed something that happens on a daily 
basis. And at the end they gave a student a 
choice to put things right.’
Year 8 student, Swanlea School

‘It was excellent, from the thought-
provoking theatre piece to getting the 

students playing a part and then  
to poetry writing. The music was  

excellent too!’
Teacher, Swanlea School

Supported generously by 
Aldgate & Allhallows Barking 
Exhibition Foundation

Five 
75% 

Four 
25%  

Teacher rating of the value of the experience 
In which 5 is the highest and 1 the lowest



‘The workshops were pitched at absolutely the 
right level for our students .The team actually 
used some very clever ways of getting the girls 
to access poetry. It was not a workshop on 
poems but poetry and the ways in which poets 
engage and enthral their readers/listeners. 
 The ‘fun’ elements were meaningful and  
well executed allowing the girls to explore 
confidently without feeling there was a right 
answer.’
Head of English

In partnership with Chichester High  
School for Girls.

Puck of the Estate

‘I have gained more knowledge from 
this week then I have from the whole 
two years at college in terms of the 
business-an amazing experience!’

Urban Arts member

Excited About Poetry Residency

‘I would say that the script is wicked.  I enjoyed 
being part of it and I feel as though I can relate 
to a lot of the stuff in the script.  I think the 
characters are all clear and it is very obvious 
from the start what type of people they are.’
Urban Arts member

In partnership with the Urban Arts Group  
and  the egg, Bath

‘I have learned a lot about unravelling 
poetry, how different sounds repeated 

can have different connotations. 
I have also gained some confidence  

in voicing my opinions on  
various poems.’

Year 10, student

Lambeth Applied Arts Research Project
Commissioned by Lambeth Primary Care Trust and in partnership with the  
Sidney De Haan Research Centre

‘The workshops were led by two or three  
experienced actor-facilitators from Box Clever 
Theatre. The theatre company was chosen 
because of its specialist experience in working 
with CYP to explore young people’s issues.’

Extract from paper to be submitted to the Journal of 
Public Health by Dr Trish Vella-Burrows & Dr Hilary 
Bungay


